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The big bad wolf
I was quite comfortable with how last week ended. Although October is always a bit of a nasty month –
and this one even more so! – it looks like things could be getting a bit steadier. I’m not silly enough to
say we’re out of the woods yet, but today I point to the factors that suggest there are more reasons to
be ever-so-slightly optimistic, than not.
Charlie Aitken is even getting a bit more positive – he says he’s now more neutral than Switzerland
–he’s upgraded Oil Search and thinks the iron ore price might be close to a bottom – check out what
he thinks in Shortlisted.
Also today, we have James Dunn with five great little travel companies to fly away on, Roger
Montgomery explains how Challenger is going to do exceptionally well from cornering the annuities
market, and Paul Rickard examines what’s going on with hybrids.
In Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, Lend Lease and James Hardie get upgraded and with
Sydney and Melbourne property markets looking at fair value, we find out where the next big areas to
grow will be.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Are we out of the correction woods?
by Peter Switzer
Key points
US will continue to call the tune on what
happens for stocks this week and for October.
Some are suggesting the Fed could extend
QE.
Strong earnings season in the US should
support markets.
I’d love to confidently tell you that the worst of this
recent market correction is over but I’d have to be up
myself or on self-delusional drugs to tell you to
assume it’s all up from here. That said, I will build the
case that we could be in for better times for stocks,
after I deal with the hard to ignore negatives around
at the moment.
Follow the leader
First, the S&P 500 index or Wall Street generally will
call the tune on what happens to stocks this week
and for the rest of October, which has a history of
doing what it has been doing over the past four
weeks — that is, losing ground quite spectacularly.
The index is well below its 200-day moving average,
which was 1905 when it dropped below this important
gauge of stock market performance.
On Saturday, it closed at 1886.76, which, incidentally,
is around where Morgan’s Michael Knox has been
saying was fair value, and which I told you about a
few weeks ago.
And this near-technical correction actually dropped
8.9% from the index’s closing high of 2010.4 to its
intra-day low of 1820.88, but the dip buyers could not
resist the urge and they piled back in so it’s now
down about 6%. Now it’s worth noting that the last

time the index had a long run upwards, like the latest,
it was at the end of the tech-bubble and the market
dropped 22%! I don’t think we’re any way in a
similar situation.
If the market wasn’t rescued on Friday on Wall Street
with that big 24-point surge on the S&P 500 and
263-point spike on the Dow, the next possible support
level was a scary 1740 but I just can’t see any
reasons for such a hip-pocket crushing event.
I’ll point to the good stuff later to explain my tentative
optimism, so stand by.
Second, respected market watchers, such as Denis
Gartman on Thursday, were warning that the start of
the bear market had been ushered in — Friday’s
action would have surprised him but he could use the
old dead cat bounce excuse to explain it. I’ll have to
test out this proposition before I end this little note.
He sees a long sell-off period. “I don’t like to think
about it – but this might be the very beginnings of a
bear market that could last some period of time,” he
suggested on CNBC. He is holding 80% cash but
he’s a trader and he could have changed his mind on
Friday — traders can do that!
A lot of his analysis rested on a slower global
economy so he was looking for a 15% sell off, but this
analysis came before some Friday news that could
change things.
There are many like Gartman who would cite Ebola,
the Middle East, Ukraine, slowing Europe, Japan’s
post-sales tax slowdown, the end of QE this month
and the fact that interest rates will rise in the US in
2015. I suspect the last two are what most worries US
investors, as every ending of QE has resulted in a big
market sell off.
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But is this time different? These are jinx-like words
that someone like me should be careful never to
think, let alone be silly enough to write!
And now for the good news

Sure, the market could easily test out this Friday
bounce-back of stocks but if Europe can get its act
together with Putin, and Draghi with his QE goal, then
it could set us up for a strong end-of-year rally. And if
the Fed also hoses down early interest rate rise talk,
then stocks could resurge again.

So what explains my cautious positivity? Try these:
On Thursday, the head of the St. Louis
Federal Reserve Bank said the Fed may want
to keep up its bond-buying stimulus for now,
given a drop in inflation expectations. So the
end of QE is not a certainty and even QE4 is
possible, pundits predict, if necessary.
UBS Investment Research economist, Maury
Harris, thinks the Fed could extend bond
buying longer than expected.
November to May is historically more
rewarding than June to October.
October, while known for huge volatility, is
also known for creating a bottom.
Fourth-quarter earnings in the US are
continuing to impress on the high side.
The run of economic data remains bullish,
with the Thomson Reuters/University of
Michigan October reading on consumer
sentiment coming in at 86.4, the highest since
July 2007!
A Bloomberg poll says 100% of economists
surveyed think US interest rates will soon rise
and they would not hold this view if they
didn’t believe in the American economic
recovery.
The price of oil is falling and this will be a
cost-cutting stimulus for, not only the US
economy, but worldwide.
The third-year of a US presidency is
historically the best.
The ECB is now close to a new asset
purchase program, which should boost
stimulus to Europe’s flagging economy,
which helped bring Italian and Spanish bond
yields down.
Positivity is coming out of talks between
Russia and EU leaders like Germany’s
Angela Merkel. Germany’s slowdown is partly
linked to the economic backlash of sanctions
put on Germany, with its forecasted growth
number for 2015 a low 1.2%.

This is clearly the scenario I like but I concede a few
important decisions and agreements have to
materialise. That said, if the short sellers try to test
this market out again, I’ll treat it as another buying
opportunity.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Who’s afraid of big bad hybrids?
by Paul Rickard
Key points
Latest hybrid issues have debuted at a
discount.
Spreads have kicked up following three new
issues in quick succession and a ratings
downgrade.
Some value is emerging, time to selectively
add to the portfolio.

I am a bit of a fan of the hybrid securities market, and
while I thought it was getting a little top heavy
(spreads too low), I didn’t quite foresee the change in
market sentiment.
The latest hybrid issues have debuted at a material
discount. Commonwealth’s jumbo PERLS VII (ASX
Code CBAPD) issue, Macquarie’s Bank Capital
Notes (MBLPA) and Challenger‘s Capital Notes
(CGFPA) are each trading at a discount of around 2%
to 3% of their issue price. This may not seem like a
lot – however it is worth around 30 to 40 basis points
– and this is material to a yield-focused investor.
Before I go into the reasons and discuss where this
market may head, I want to make a disclosure about
‘vested interests’.

other markets. Their other alternatives are generally
to wholesale investors and markets, whereas the
listed hybrid securities market is largely retail and
small institutions. So, they approach this market in a
totally opportunistic basis. They issue when it suits
them.
As a shareholder, I have no problem with this
approach. As an investor, I am conscious that our
interests are unlikely to be aligned.
Secondly, there are the brokers and financial
planners. Many of these advisers are being paid a
placement fee on investments you make in new issue
hybrid securities. Typically a rate of 1%, if you invest
$50,000, the broker or planner gets a “commission”
of $500. This is all perfectly legal – and must be fully
disclosed.
On the other hand, there are the interests that don’t
like the ASX-listed markets because this reduces
their opportunities to sell unlisted investments or
funds.
Finally, there is the regulator – ASIC – which
desperately wants to be seen as being relevant. ASIC
has gone to great lengths to make sure that issuer
PDSs carry risk warnings about hybrids being
“complex products”, and encouraging investors to
“test their understanding” at the moneysmart website.

Vested interests
Why the kick up in spreads?
Every market has vested interests, however I think
the hybrid securities market gets close to taking the
cake.
Firstly, there are the issuers – the banks and the
insurance companies. They have absolutely no
reason to issue into this market except when it
provides funds (or capital) at a lower all up cost than

While sometimes supply creates its own demand, this
was a case of compressed spreads being met by
three new issues in quick succession. To provide
some context of how much spreads have come in,
CBA’s PERLS VI issue, the first of the new style
Basel III capital issues, was priced at a spread of
3.80% over the 90-day bank bill rate – the latest
PERLS VII issued was priced at a margin of just
2.80%.
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Then, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) announced a
revision to its criteria for assessing the ratings of
banks’ hybrid capital instruments. Effectively, this led
to a one-notch downgrade for many hybrid issues.
For example, Westpac’s equivalent Basel III capital
issues, WBCPD and WBCPE, have been
downgraded by one notch from BBB to BBB-.
Although at the bottom of the investment scale, BBBis still “investment grade”.
Interestingly, retail investors aren’t allowed to see
security and issuer ratings when they invest, because
for some incomprehensible reason, ASIC prohibits
publication in the PDS. Wholesale investors get to
see the ratings – the media can talk about them – and
so a downgrade still has an impact. Further, it
potentially makes alternative funding sources more
expensive.

Historically, major bank spreads around 3.5% looks
about middle of the range. There are still investors
searching for yield, and it is very unlikely that there
are going to be any new issues in the short term. It’s
too late to sell – use this market weakness as an
opportunity to selectively add to your portfolio.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Adding to the negativity, there has been increasing
speculation that ASIC may be pressured to follow the
lead of the UK’s financial services watchdog, the
Financial Conduct Authority or FCA. The FCA has
placed a 12-month restriction on financial services
firms distributing these new style hybrid securities
that qualify as capital (called ‘’contingent
convertibles” in the UK) to the mass retail market.
While the UK banks aren’t in as strong a shape as
Australian banks and the ban doesn’t apply to high
net worth investors (anyone with income over
approximately $200,000 or investible assets of more
than $500,000), where one regulator goes, others
tend to follow.
Finally, yields on bank shares have increased as the
market has fallen. At $81, CBA ordinary shares were
prospectively yielding 5.2% – at $76, it is up to 5.5%.
While this is not a direct comparison, as they are
arguably quite different investments, there is always
going to be some impact to the other if one
investment becomes much cheaper.
Where to from here
My sense is that there is now a little bit of value to be
found in some of these issues. The ANZ tier 1 capital
issue from March this year, ANZPE, which pays a
gross coupon of 3.25% over the 180-day bank bill
rate (6.005% on its next payment date), was trading
on Friday at a price of $98.00 – putting it on a spread
of 3.57%. (gross yield of 6.95%).
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Five companies to fly away on
by James Dunn
Key points
A lower Aussie dollar makes travel for
international guests cheaper.
Sydney Airport clips the ticket on flights
coming and going and Flight Centre is one of
the world’s largest travel companies.
Webjet is an internet disrupter and Corporate
Travel Management and Cover-More are also
well positioned.

It’s a long way from the Australian dollar’s peak of
US$1.10 in 2011 to the current level of 87.5 cents,
but it’s a welcome sight for the Australian tourism
industry.
While the Aussie dollar’s extended sojourn above US
dollar parity brought unprecedented value-for-money
for Australians travelling abroad – coupled as it was
with multi-decade highs against the pound, and the
best exchange rates against the euro and the yen in
several years – it was not a pleasant sight for the
inbound tourism industry.
To a large extent, Australians’ new-found appetite for
overseas travel is likely to be fairly resilient – unless
the dollar were to really fall out of bed – but a weaker
Australian dollar is likely to make some travellers
choose domestic, as well as increase the spending
power of foreigners coming to Australia.
Australia’s “destination appeal,” tourism industry
spending and promotion, strong marketing activity,
increasing airline capacity to Australia and the
competitive fares that come with that, had all worked
to bolster inbound tourism during the high-dollar
period – now the weaker A$ should bring a bonus to
the industry.
On the stock market, there is a contingent of travel
stocks that could benefit from these trends.

Sydney Airport (SYD)
The premier travel stock is Sydney Airport (SYD),
for the excellent reason that it ‘clips the ticket’ on
every airplane coming and going at the nation’s
busiest airport, and inbound travel hub. Passenger
numbers are the main driver for most of Sydney
Airport’s revenue streams, but Sydney Airport
investors also pick up on the spending of the VFRs –
visiting friends and relatives – that come to the airport
to welcome people or see them off.
Sydney Airport (SYD)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
Aeronautical revenue represents 49% of Sydney
Airport’s revenue (as at the June 2014 half-year),
followed by retail (22%), property leasing (17%) and
car parking (12%).
International passengers are more profitable than
domestic for Sydney Airport. At the June 2014
half-year, the 4.7% growth in international
passengers – mainly from China and other Asian
nations, driven by growth in flights from Asian
low-cost airlines – helped aeronautical revenue rise
by 5.7%. The beauty of Sydney Airport’s
“non-aeronautical” revenue streams could be seen
by a 7.4% lift in retail revenue, a 5.7% rise in car
parking revenue and a 6.8% boost in property
revenue.
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Sydney Airport has been a strong performer on the
stock market, delivering investors total return (capital
growth plus dividends) of 22.4% a year over the past
five years, and 25.7% a year over three years. In the
last 12 months, it has generated 11.1%. At $4.22,
Sydney Airport is forecast (on analysts’ consensus)
to yield 5.7%, unfranked, for the full year (to
December 2014), although the capital growth picture
looks constrained: the analysts’ consensus price
target for the stock is $4.40.

Flight Centre told the market to expect growth of

Flight Centre (FLT)

Webjet (WEB)

Travel agency Flight Centre (FLT) is also an
excellent exposure to travel: it is one of the world’s
largest travel agency groups, with company-owned
operations in 11 countries and a corporate travel
management network spanning more than 75
countries.
Flight Centre (FLT)

5%–8% in underlying profit in FY15, with operating
momentum expected to improve in the second half of
the year, as domestic and international flight offers
become cheaper. At $41.03, Flight Centre is forecast
to pay a grossed-up dividend yield of 5.8% next year,
but the real attraction of the stock could be in its
capital growth outlook: broking analysts have a
consensus price target of $50.87 on the stock, more
than 19% above the current share price.

Online travel booking site Webjet (WEB) has been
one of the classic internet “disruptors” on the
Australian stock market, along with jobs website
operator SEEK (SEK), real estate sales website
realestate.com.au (operated by REA Group, REA),
auto sales website Carsales.com (CRZ). Over the
past five years, WEB has grown sales at a compound
annual rate of 28% and net profit at 20%. For the
June 2014 full-year, Webjet lifted its revenue by 32%,
to $98.6 million, while net profit almost tripled, to
$19.1 million.
Webjet (WEB)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
In FY14, Flight Centre lifted revenue by 13% to $2.2
billion, on the back of a 13% increase in total
transaction value, or TTV – the gross annual turnover
of travel products and services – to a record $16
billion. The company’s underlying profit before tax by
9.7% to $376.5 million, which was at the upper end of
the $375 million – $377 million range projected in the
company’s earlier guidance, but net profit fell 16% to
$206.9 million, after being hit by one-off write-downs
and $11 million in fines from the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
Webjet is expanding rapidly. Over the past three
years, Webjet has bought-out a significant competitor,
Zuji, and established an entirely new
business-to-business hotels business in the Middle
East and Europe, Lots of Hotels. While small, the
Lots of Hotels business is growing fast, with total
transaction volume doubling in the last full-year
results.
The company is churning out the profit, with gross
profit margin running at a whopping 78%, and the net
profit margin a respectable 19.4% in 2014. At $3.24,
Webjet is forecast to pay a grossed-up dividend yield
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of 6.5% in FY15, and trades on 13.5 times expected
earnings. The major caveat, however, is that analysts
see Webjet as fully valued.

Cover-More Group (CVO)

Corporate Travel Management (CTD)
Specialist business travel services provider
Corporate Travel Management (CTD) had an
excellent year in FY14, boosting revenue by 42% to
$110.5 million, on the back of a 57% surge in total
transaction value, to $1.4 billion. Net profit rose 41%
to $15.8 million.
Corporate Travel Management (CTD)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
Listed in December 2013, Cover-More delivered a
fairly good June 2014 result, posting a 26% rise in
revenue, to $190.2 million, and a 130% surge in net
profit, to $15.7 million. Gross travel insurance sales
were up 20% to $369.1 million. The fully franked
dividend was 7.2 cents per share.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The really promising sign was that the Australia-New
Zealand region’s contribution to earnings fell from
87% to 66%, as Corporate Travel Management’s
Asian and North American businesses powered up.
The company told the stock market that overseas
operations would contribute half of its FY15 profit.
On consensus estimates, Corporate Travel
Management is expected to pay a dividend of 16.5
cents in FY15, putting it on a forecast yield of 3%,
and a price/earnings (P/E) ratio of 29.7 times
earnings. The stock certainly provides good leverage
to any improvement in travel activity, but like Webjet,
it is seen as very close to its consensus price target.
Cover-More Group (CVO)
Lastly, another potentially interesting travel
investment is insurer Cover-More Group (CVO),
which offers a good niche exposure to travel
insurance. Cover-More has a 40% share of the travel
insurance market in Australia, but the big attraction is
that it is expanding into China, the world’s fastest
growing travel market.
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A key baby boomer exposure
by Roger Montgomery
Key points

Challenger (CGF)

Challenger has established itself as the main
provider of annuities in Australia.
As baby boomers retire, assets in retirement
are expected to quadruple over the next
decade.
Over the next two decades, Challenger’s
sales of new annuities could be 30 times
higher than they are today.
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
We believe that Challenger Financial Limited (ASX:
CGF) is a high quality business as demonstrated by
the company’s privileged position in a rapidly
growing market segment that Challenger itself has
largely developed and fostered in Australia.
Whilst many other businesses have, until now,
focused solely on the wealth accumulation market,
Challenger has built a large high-quality business that
has, to a certain degree, ring-fenced a portion of
those assets entering their drawn-down or retirement
years. A segment that, due to adverse market events
such as the GFC, is gaining penetration for those who
are risk-adverse and cannot handle the volatility
sometimes associated with pure equity-based
products.
The business
In terms of business mix, on the one hand,
Challenger has its traditional funds management
division, which allows the company to participate in
the accumulation/wealth-building phase of individuals,
companies and trusts. On the other, Challenger is
focused to a greater extent on developing the
Australian annuities market, in which it presently
holds an approximate 70% market share.

Whilst Challenger is therefore leveraged to the entire
superannuation system lifecycle, it is the businesses
ability to develop and manage products, which satisfy
retirees’ needs for a stable and reliable income
stream (annuities) that has seen the business go from
strength to strength.
In FY14, the earnings split between funds
management and life, or the annuity side of the
business, was roughly 10/90. Challenger has
positioned itself as the market leader for ‘Retiree
Services’ and this is no accident.
Since mid-last decade, Challenger set out on a path
to lead the development of the annuities market in
Australia, the only developed economy with
mandatory retirement savings (superannuation) to
have no formal decumulation structure. This was an
opportunity they spotted early and have hence
benefited from a first-mover advantage.
The education challenge
But perhaps because annuities in Australia are so
poorly understood, Challenger’s greatest challenge
has been one of education. They have spent years in
developing the understanding of retirees, wealth
managers, retirement advisors and even the
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Government on the aspects of longevity risk (people
living longer and needing to fund those years with
what they have saved) and its management.
Challenger has now built scale advantage in
distribution and marketing, presenting to over 5,000
financial advisors alone in 2014. The company has
developed and rolled out income guidelines to advisor
groups and even assists them with asset allocation
models. The business has, and continues to, put a lot
of focus into building the annuities market for a
reason.
Right now, the industry appears to be at a turning
point towards material and sustained growth. Upon
delivering his 2014 results conference call, chief
executive officer Brian Benari remarked “As a
20-year wave of baby boomer retirement moves into
its fourth year, assets in retirement are projected to
quadruple in this decade alone.”
At the end of June 2014, the total pool of funds
flowing from accumulation into retirement was a
mind-boggling $66 billion. Of this, annuities captured
just 4%, with overseas trends pointing towards a
‘natural’ level of 10-15%. So here we have two legs
of growth coming into the market, which Challenger
dominates. We presently estimate that over the next
two decades, Challenger’s sales of new annuities
could be 30 times higher than they are today. That’s
very exciting from a shareholder’s perspective.
Government backup
Further, a catalyst to accelerate the structural growth
in the annuities market could soon come in the form
of regulatory tailwinds stemming from the Financial
Stability Inquiry (FSI) currently underway. David
Murray, the Chairman of the FSI, has suggested the
government is looking seriously at proactively
incentivising retiree investment into private annuities.

secondly, by Australia’s ageing population and a
burgeoning of pension phase assets; and thirdly, by
possible government regulation. This ensures that in
10-20 years from now, the annuities market in
Australia will almost certainly be much bigger than it
is today.
The combination of structural growth in
superannuation assets and the annuities space is
highly positive for both Challenger’s Life and Funds
Management businesses. This, coupled with our
current perception that Challenger’s growth in new
annuities, Challenger’s life book growth and,
therefore, Challenger earnings growth, is materially
underestimated by the market.
All these positive forces make Challenger one of the
few listed business that we believe is worth materially
more than the market price today. A reason we, as
value investors, hold it in our funds at Montgomery
Investment Management and with the recent
correction in the businesses share price (not
prospects), we think it potentially provides an
opportunity for longer-term focused investors.
Challenger has, and will continue to be, in our view, a
beneficiary of one of the few subsectors of the
Australian market that is in the early stages of
structural and sustained growth. At the very least, put
this one on your watch list.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

This suggests to us that there is a very real chance
that supportive regulatory changes are on the table
and that there exists a probability that growth in the
annuities space will be accelerated by government in
the near future.
So here we have a business with three growth legs:
firstly, by mandated superannuation contributions;
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Local stock analysts are using the seasonal share
market correction in September/October to re-assess
and embark on a treasure hunt. In most cases, a
weaker share price has reinforced the idea there’s
value up for grabs and this explains why yet another
week saw significantly more upgrades for individual
stock ratings, while only a small number of
downgrades were issued.
In the good books
James Hardie (JHX) was upgraded to Neutral from
Sell by UBS. James Hardie’s share price has fallen
20% in the sell-off to below the broker’s target,
despite the weaker Australian dollar providing a
tailwind for earnings and the US housing construction
outlook remaining positive. The broker has upgraded
earnings forecasts by 2%–6% in FY15-17.

Lend Lease (LLC) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse. CS analysts have
returned from the company’s Investor Day with more
conviction in the growth outlook for the years ahead.
On this basis, they argue the stock deserves to be

re-rated, notwithstanding the already impressive
looking performance the shares put in over the year
past. Management has indicated it will seek to
increase offshore exposure in the face of only
moderate growth domestically.
Macquarie Atlas Roads (MQA) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie. The broker
is expecting French traffic numbers to have
disappointed over recent months, given the lack of
economic growth in the country, albeit there remains
upside potential to revenues from the pending EU
concession decision and the environment for
refinancing is positive, the broker notes. Either way,
MQA’s price has fallen more than enough to
compensate for the risks.
Mount Gibson Iron (MGX) was upgraded to Add
from Hold by CIMB Securities and to Buy from
Hold by Deutsche Bank. Mount Gibson’s
September quarter production was slightly ahead of
CIMB’s expectations. CIMB recognises that
near-term volatility will place pressure on the
company’s margins, but continues to expect a
dividend of 4 cents a share is sustainable, despite
three years of higher strip mining at Koolan Island.
The rating is upgraded to Add from Hold and the
target is raised to 80c from 70c. Deutsche Bank
downgraded to Neutral in late August but now
reverses that decision by upgrading to Buy, following
a strong September quarter performance. In addition,
the company still has a lot of cash available.
Deutsche Bank analysts believe the current share
price incorporates an iron ore price of US$75/tonne.
Plus they believe the company’s cash position will
start improving again in FY18 as that is when Koolan
Island cash costs drop to just A$30-40/t. On
Deutsche Bank’s analysis, this producer is likely to
remain in the red for the next three years, but it will
continue paying out 4 cents in dividends each year.
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Orora (ORA) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. Orora is a beneficiary of a
falling Aussie dollar and the broker has adjusted
down its currency forecasts. The broker expects
Orora to reiterate a positive growth story at its AGM,
with North America the key growth driver. As a
defensive, ORA has not suffered as much as others
in the current pullback but it has still devalued enough
for the broker to upgrade to Outperform.
OZ Minerals (OZL) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Macquarie and to Neutral from
Sell by UBS. September quarter production was
comfortably ahead of Macquarie’s forecast on higher
gold grades and mill throughput, with copper also
outperforming. OZ looks well placed to beat its 2014
production guidance. The company reported record
quarterly milled tonnes and production was 15%
ahead of UBS estimates for the September quarter.
Production guidance for 2014 looks easily achievable
to UBS.
Ten Network (TEN) was upgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse. Ten Network
released a weak performance update and CS
analysts argue it could hardly have come as a
genuine surprise. They make a bold prediction:
lowering costs alone won’t restore profitability. In
other words, something, somewhere has to change.
Retaining the status quo is not an option. On this
basis, the analysts believe the coming 12 months will
bring change and upgrade to Neutral from
Underperform, cutting the price target to $0.22 from
$0.27.

In the not-so-good books
Dick Smith (DSH) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Analysts suspect underlying growth will be harder to
achieve from here onwards. There’s still a good yield
on offer but the analysts see limited upside from
capital return as sector discounting may well
outweigh price inflation.

Fortescue Metals (FMG) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by UBS. Total shipments in the
September quarter were 41.5mt at a realised price of
US$71/t. UBS notes the ore shipped was ahead of
estimates, despite expecting a strong quarter ahead
of the wet season. Earnings changes are minimal.
The broker downgrades to Neutral from Buy to reflect
the new iron ore pricing environment and a lower
long-term price of US$75/dmt CFR.
SAI Global (SAI) was downgraded to Neutral from
Buy by UBS. SAI has abandoned its attempts to sell
out all parts of its business to interested parties. With
a takeover premium now no longer applicable, the
broker has revised its estimates, taking into account
the lower Aussie dollar. The broker suggests the
failure of the strategic review to result in a sale has
highlighted a number of issues for SAI, including the
lack of CEO and risk surrounding the contract
renewal with Standards Aust.
Technology One (TNE) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by UBS. Technology One has
outperformed the ASX small cap industrials index by
50% over the past 12 months and UBS wonders
whether the earnings upside potential from the shift to
a cloud-based model has been factored into the
share price. The broker concludes the answer is now
likely to be “yes”. While uncertainties linger, as the
cloud offering is refined, UBS has reduced FY15-16
earnings estimates by 4-5% and lifted FY18-20 by
6-8%.
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FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Shortlisted – Woodside and Carsales.com.au
by Penny Pryor
Switzer Super Report expert and managing director
of Bell Potter Wholesale, Charlie Aitken, has been
talking about volatility as the new normal for the past
few weeks now but more recently he has had his eye
out for value opportunities.
Last week, he reinforced his recommendation on
AMP and upgraded the listed fund managers from
underweight to neutral and put Telstra back to buy.

“Woodside has corrected in this period of weak oil
prices, but now looks solid contrarian value to me,
albeit the near-term growth outlook is flat. However,
on a P/E of 11.9x this year and 12.4x next year, with
dividend yields of above 6.5% fully franked in both
years, you aren’t paying for any growth, you are
paying for reliable utility-like earnings and dividend
streams, which you will get,” he says.

Now he’s looking at iron ore.

It’s therefore not looking bad on a yield basis with a
grossed up 2014 yield of 9.71%, according to Charlie,
and a grossed up prospective 2015 yield of 9.28%.

“I think spot iron ore has bottomed for the year and
will now track seasonally higher,” he wrote in a client
note this morning.

Carsales.com.au
One of Peter’s favourites is Carsales.com.au (CRZ).

“I think the knife stuck in the floor at $75t and there
will be a gentle recovery from here on seasonal
restocking. I like the idea of buying out of favour iron
ore equities right now, as I think Australian dollar iron
ore prices will rise into year-end even faster than US
dollar iron ore prices. If nothing else, I think there’s a
short-term trade in iron ore equities, particularly with
Beijing pumping more stimulus dollars into domestic
banks,” he says.

“This is a stock that a lot of my experts like and
based on its price around August, there looks to be
upside,” he says.
“The company has a lot of potential in attracting new
car sellers and this is seen as a local opportunity.”
Carsales.com.au (CRZ)

Woodside Petroleum
Charlie has upgraded the energy sector from
underweight to neutral and if he were to go
“fundamentally overweight one” it would be the
cheap Woodside Petroleum (WPL).
Woodside Petroleum (WPL)
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 20 October 2014
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The next hot property spots
by Staff Reporter
The preliminary clearance rate for the combined
capital cities was 68.5% this week, compared to last
week’s result of 67.8%.
Although a little softer than the 70.4% recorded this
time last year, the results are “on trend” for the year,
according to research house RP Data.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

The “next big thing” in property
With Sydney and Melbourne looking close to fair
value, property expert Margaret Lomas is betting on
Australia’s new and emerging markets as the next
hot places to invest in during 2015. Lomas says the
changing needs of the population, like choosing a
location for its ‘lifestyle benefits’ over closeness to
work, means regions further away from city centres
will begin to rise in popularity.
“Add to this the fact that Generation Y parents look
for amenities to suit their children’s own many
lifestyle pursuits, and we can see a pattern emerging
as to the kinds of areas that will attract the most
buyers,” she says.

Sydney’s clearance rate was 75.5% this week,
compared to 71.9% last week, and 79.5% this time
last year.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

She thinks north-eastern Brisbane locations fit the
emerging market prototype, and tips areas like
Moreton Bay Shire, Strathpine, Clontarf, Redcliffe and
Deception Bay to stick with for the long term.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Melbourne’s clearance rate was 68% this week
compared with 70% last week, and 68.6% this time
last year.
RP Data’s housing market specialist Robert Larocca
says a record number of auctions scheduled for
Melbourne next week – around 1800 – will test that
market.
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